The Data Driven Applications Systems (DDDAS) concept entails "the ability to dynamically incorporate data into an executing application simulation, and in reverse, the ability of applications to dynamically steer measurement processes", creating "application simulations that can dynamically accept and respond to 'online' field data and measurements and/or control such measurements". Through the DDDAS concept, the application modeling capability, its accuracy and its efficiency, are enhanced over the traditional computational modeling methods, by complementing and augmenting the computational modeling with dynamic data inputs, which can be dynamically incorporated into the computation at runtime. In reverse, the ability of the executing application to steer the measurement processes, and conduct targeted measurements guided by the executing application, can result into more efficient and more effective measurement processes. By integrating the computational and measurement aspects of an application in a dynamic feed-back loop, DDDAS changes the paradigm of the traditionally distinct computational and measurement processes, and leads to a unification of the computing and instrumentation platforms of an application. The discussions in the present paper focus on a DDDAS computational model representing the unification of measurement and computational platforms, and on the new measurement capabilities enabled through DDDAS and in particular in architecting and dynamically managing sensor networks and the systems software needs for supporting the unified measurement and computational platforms in DDDAS environments. * Corresponding author. darema@nsf.gov
INTRODUCTION
The Dynamic Data Driven Applications Systems (DDDAS) concept entails "the ability to dynamically incorporate data into an executing application simulation, and in reverse, the ability of applications to dynamically steer measurement processes" [Ref. 1] . That is DDDAS is aimed at creating "application simulations that can dynamically accept and respond to 'online' field data and measurements and/or control such measurements" [Refs. 2, 3] . Such dynamic data inputs include data that can be acquired in real-time on-line, but also (or in addition) data from other sources such as from archival storage or the user(s). For the systems considered here, which have high levels of complexity and many degrees of freedom, their corresponding application models are in general represented by complex (numeric or non-numeric) mathematical models, or simulation models, such as for example those that have been developed through computational sciences approaches. Through the DDDAS concept, the application modeling capability, its accuracy and its efficiency, are enhanced over the traditional computational modeling methods; this is accomplished by complementing and augmenting the computational modeling with actual data (dynamic data inputs), which can be dynamically incorporated into the computation at runtime, or which can substitute some of the computation with measured data, to speedup the computation. In reverse, the ability of the executing application to steer the measurement processes, and conduct targeted measurements guided by the executing application, can result into more efficient and more effective measurement processes. By integrating the computational and measurement aspects of an application in a dynamic feed-back loop, DDDAS changes the paradigm of the traditionally distinct computational and measurement processes, and thus the DDDAS paradigm entails a unification of the computing and instrumentation platforms of an application [Ref. 4] . Furthermore, when one considers measurements from instruments and other data acquisition systems in the broader context of networks of measurements, like sensor networks, then the ability for architecting and dynamically managing such sensor networks is a very challenging problem, as static or ad-hoc approaches are inadequate, in particular for heterogeneous collections of such sensors and whose measurements may be correlated. The DDDAS concept can be applied to address these challenges through the application-driven adaptive management of such assemblies of instrumentation systems. Thus DDDAS is leading to new capabilities by: improving applications modeling and systems management methods, augmenting the analysis and prediction abilities of simulations, improving the efficiency of simulations, and improving the effectiveness of measurement processes and measurement systems.
DDDAS has been characterized [Ref. 5] as a "visionary" and "revolutionary" concept, and (ibid) "Dynamic data-driven application systems will rewrite the book on the validation and verification of computer predictions". There are many application areas that can benefit from DDDAS, and there are already a number of such areas where the DDDAS paradigm is used for generating transformative advances. Examples [Refs. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] include: modeling of fundamental physical and chemical process, e.g. speeding-up protein folding computations, and therefore enhancing drug design capabilities; advanced medical and health systems applications, such as hundredfold speed-up and improvement the accuracy of in-situ MRI imaging during brain surgery, and thus making it practically usable; speeding-up by many orders of magnitude and improving the accuracy of design and analysis of structures, such as buildings and aircraft, analyzing their response under dynamic stresses and creating novel fault-tolerant designs and decision support systems for such structures under dynamic conditions; more accurate modeling of environmental conditions, hazard prevention, mitigation, and response in adverse events, such as tornados, hurricanes, wildfires, floods, landslides, earthquakes, tsunamis, chemical-biological-radio-nuclear contaminant releases; enhanced manufacturing systems; enhanced and more robust critical infrastructure systems, such as electric power-grids, water supply systems, transportation networks; and systems management of computer networks, and architecting and managing heterogeneous sensor networks.
Enabling this synergistic feedback and control-loop between application simulations and measurements, requires novel application modeling approaches and advanced software frameworks, algorithms stable under dynamic data injection and steering conditions, advances in dynamic, real-time, integration and management of heterogeneous and distributed data, and new systems software and computational infrastructure capabilities to support the highly dynamic runtime of such environments. The dynamic integration of computations with measurement processes, extends the traditional computational grids environments, to also include the application instrumentation (measurements) processes [Ref. 4] ; we have used terms such as "extended grids" (ibid) and "SuperGrids" [Ref. 12] for these new kinds of "grids". Recent advances in complex applications, the advent of grid computing and of sensor systems are some of the technology directions that contribute, but also which need to be further advanced, in embarking to develop DDDAS capabilities.
The ability to improve applications modeling capabilities is a very important aspect of the innovation enabled with the DDDAS concept, has been discussed extensively in references cited above (Refs. 1-4 and in particular Refs. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Novel application modeling methods and novel mathematical and statistical algorithms that are motivated by the DDDAS concept are important in creating DDDAS capabilities and environments, and discussion of the challenges and advances are found in these references. The discussions in the present paper focus on a DDDAS computational model representing the unification of measurement and computational platforms, and on the new measurement capabilities enabled through DDDAS, in particular in architecting and dynamically managing sensor networks and the systems software needs for supporting the unified measurement and computational platforms in DDDAS environments.
DDDAS SUPERGRIDS
Traditional computational grid environments (referred to hereby also as "grids") consist of infrastructures assembling together many heterogeneous resources, collections of multiple, usually heterogeneous and not necessarily collocated computers, connected together via local as well as widely distributed networks, and where such systems are also connected to data storage systems (local or remote). Grid environments support the execution of applications mapped on multiple, heterogeneous and distributed computational, storage, and networking resources. Applications utilizing computational grid environments need to execute in an adaptively optimized way over resources of dynamic availability, and where such resources can be shared by multiple applications, each executing in it's own address space, through for example resource virtualization. In such environments systems software services provide support for the application, to request, discover and acquire these resources dynamically and seamlessly, in the same fashion that electricity can be obtained from the electric power-grid [Ref. 13] .
DDDAS environments extend the current notions of grid infrastructures to also include the measurement systems together with the computational platforms in an integrated and synergistic way. In traditional computational modeling approaches, the computational aspects of an application are considered as distinct and separate processes from the measurement aspects of that application. By its definition the DDDAS concept changes the traditional paradigm and establishes a dynamic synergistic interaction between computation and measurement (instrumentation), and thus unifies the computational and measurement aspects of an application. That is, in DDDAS environments, the computational and the instrumentation platforms supporting an application become a dynamically integrated and unified platform. Execution of applications on grid environments presents requirements, such as support for dynamic execution, adaptive mapping of the application across computational (and communications) resources, and dynamic composition of the application; these requirements stem from the dynamic availability of the underlying computational resources. In DDDAS environments, in addition to the dynamicity of the computational resources, there is an added dynamicity because the computational requirements of the application itself change, depending on the dynamic data inputs. There is also an added complexity and dynamicity because of the need to support adaptively the interface of the computational resources with the measurement resources. Thus DDDAS environments require support and services that go beyond the current grid services in terms of the systems software and computational infrastructure technologies.
In subsequent sections we discuss the ensuing DDDAS computational model, the systems software requirements for supporting the unified platforms and infrastructures of such dynamically integrated applications and measurement systems.
UNIFIED COMPUTATION-MEASUREMENT PLATFORM AND COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
This synergistic coupling of computation and measurement fostered by the DDDAS concept can be represented by the W-tuple W (S, D, M, A, R), with parameters classifying the various degrees of coupling between computation and measurements in DDDAS systems, and where:
• S = Static Data Inputs: all data available to the application when commencing execution • D (d) = Dynamic Data Inputs: data becoming available to the application at execution time from on-line instruments, sensor networks, archival storage, and the user; d is a classifier parameter, designating the dynamic level of interaction of measurements streamed into the executing application. • M (m) = Measurement Steering: measurement control, targeted measurements, management of sensor network; support for heterogeneous and varying time-scales, modalities and formats of measurements; m is a classifier parameter, designating the dynamic level of interaction of application control of the measurement process.
• A = Application Modeling: mathematical or statistical representation through a complex numeric or non-numeric model representing a system with many degrees of freedom, application simulation, datadriven application modeling, application composed by complex multimodal components and their interfaces (and dynamically invoked components depending on dynamic inputs). • R = Runtime Environment: general purpose systems software supporting heterogeneous computational and measurement environments, such as scheduling, and mapping the computational and measurement components of the application onto the underlying computational and measurement resources, and supporting dynamic invocation of application components and mapping of such components onto appropriate underlying resources. DDDAS is a more general and powerful concept over traditional computational approaches and systems, such as for example traditional computational modeling and control systems, computational steering, and data assimilation methods. Here we provide examples of DDDAS instantiations of the W-tuple, and examples of how, for the traditional case examples cited here, the DDDAS W-tuple degenerates to these special cases of DDDAS. a) In DDDAS applications, D in the W-tuple designates relatively large sets of data corresponding to a subset of the degrees of freedom of the system (rather than single parameter data) injected into the executing application. The level of interactivity between the data measurements with the computation can be manifested in several levels of interaction designated by the classifier d. For on-line real-time measurements which are continually injected into the (multi-dimensional) phase-space of the executing application model, in this case d denotes "strong coupling" between computation and on-line data interaction. In other cases the measurement data can be used to extrapolate in regions of the problem where there are no computed points, as for example using measurements for constructing more accurate near-real-time or real-time ROM interpolations from pre-computed ROM data sets [e.g. Ref . 14] . In other cases this coupling between computation and on-line data can be periodic or of sparse frequency. In a corresponding manner, for the applicationdriven control of measurements, the m classifier parameter, associated with the measurement steering, can vary from strong, to periodic, to weakly coupled interactivity. b) In the asymptotic case where this coupling becomes simple parametric adjustment (p) induced by the user, the interaction reduces to the traditional computational steering, and the W-tuple reduces to W (S, p, -, A, R), where A and R are the traditional simulation modeling approaches, executing on the traditional computational environments, including grid environments. The "-" in the place of the M component designates there is no application-driven measurement control. c) In data assimilation, certain computed data are replaced by corresponding experimental data; the data replaced, are computed data whose error bars increase significantly as the computation proceeds thus reducing the fidelity of the result. For example in weather prediction, where the numerical model prediction involves successive cycles, actual data (measurement data corresponding to points in the computational mesh) are combined with, or replace, computed data in a given analysis cycle, thus constraining the uncertainty error bars in the error propagation; in that case, the new set of these hybrid data points is used as initial conditions for the subsequent steps of the computation. Thus data assimilation is a special case of DDDAS, where the W-tuple reduces to W (S, "DataAssim", -, A, R). In traditional data assimilation techniques there is no notion of control of measurements by the executing model, although recently approaches akin to those of the DDDAS application driven-control of measurements (such as dynamic management of sensor networks) have been introduced (e.g. Ref. 15 ), which integrate data assimilation and optimal control for "enhancing sensor web architectures". d) In the case of (sensor/actuator) control systems the application model (A) the W-tuple becomes a simple analytical model (for example represented by a Lyapunov equation or a Hamilton-Jacobi), and D represents a set of analog system parameters "a" (rather than complex sets of data streamed into an executing complex application model), and where the computational requirements are satisfied by a special purpose control processor (such as a custom programmed ASIC rather than a general purpose and complex runtime environment). In this case the W-tuple reduces to W (S, "a", -, "L/HJ", "ASIC"), representing a traditional (sensor/actuator) control system.
RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
DDDAS is a powerful paradigm, and enabling DDDAS capabilities requires advances in applications modeling methods, in numeric and non-numeric applications algorithms, in measurement methods and data management, and in systems software supporting the dynamic runtime environments and the dynamic integration of computational and measurement platforms in DDDAS environments. A number of these challenges have been discussed in several references [Refs. 1, 4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Such advances require synergistic multidisciplinary research and technology development across four technology components: applications, mathematical and statistical algorithms, measurements, and systems software. Here we summarize the challenges in applications and application algorithms, in the dynamic runtime systems software needed to support dynamically integrated computational and measurement platforms, and we will expand more on challenges and opportunities afforded through the DDDAS paradigm for new measurement methods.
In terms of applications challenges, DDDAS requires ability for the application simulations to interface and accept dynamically injected data at execution time and the application models to be dynamically steered by such data. The dynamic data inputs may cause manifestation of different characteristics, modalities and behaviors of the modeled system. To include such additional representations in the application model, such as for example a different region of physics in the problem, this requires multi-level and multimodal application models that describe the application system at different levels of detail and behaviors, and the ability to dynamically invoke (at execution time) such additional models, as needed by the dynamic data inputs. Multi-scale modeling approaches also involve coupling of multiple multi-level and/or multi-modal models, reflecting system features of different lengthand/or time-scales; however in multi-scale modeling these models are invoked in a pre-specified way, rather than invoked dynamically based on dynamic measurement data injected into the models at execution-time as in DDDAS. Because of such dynamicity, DDDAS environments require methods and frameworks, supporting dynamic composition of applications depending on the streamed data; namely application model interfaces, dynamic selection of application component models based on the dynamically input data, dynamic request and discovery of suitable underlying resources to launch these application components. Examples of such advances are given in [Refs. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Enabling DDDAS requires advances in the existing mathematical and statistical algorithms, or development of new mathematical and statistical algorithms, which will be stable and have robust convergence properties under perturbations from dynamic data inputs, and have enhanced capabilities for handling efficiently uncertainties in dynamically input data. A few examples of such challenges are: methods to assess the quality and propagation of measurement errors and of uncertainty, in both stochastic and deterministic systems, and methods to incorporate data of variable quality, such as for example in cases where there is need to combine data (measured or computed) taken at different spatial or temporal scales. Differences between computational results and external data can be viewed as a measure for controlling the course of the simulation, such as for example in the special case of data assimilation. Issues of uncertainty, sensitivity, combination, scatter, quality, propagation, and hierarchy, arise again in attempting a systematic control of the simulation. More extensive discussions of challenges in mathematical and statistical algorithms in DDDAS systems, and approaches that are being pursued in addressing them are discussed in [2, 3, 4, 6] .
NEW MEASUREMENT METHODS AND SYSTEMS
In DDDAS environments, the dynamic integration of on-line measurements with an executing application, dynamically combining measurement data with the computed application data, and application guided control of the measurement processes, creates opportunities for new and enhanced measurement capabilities, and enhanced measurement systems, for example dynamically managing heterogeneous and ad-hoc sensor networks. At the same time, to enable such advances requires the development of new systems technologies to support application-driven measurement control capabilities. Next we discuss systems needs for supporting such measurement environments, and subsequently in this section we discuss new kinds of measurements capabilities, in particular in architecting and managing sensor networks.
Systems support needs, for the kinds of dynamically integrated measurement and computation DDDAS environments discussed here, include application interfaces to physical devices, such as individual instruments and (heterogeneous networked) sensor systems, and capabilities for managing the heterogeneity of measurements in terms of different data formats, locals, time scales, and latencies. In addition to the heterogeneity of data derived from the various data sources, these data are in general of varying and differing formats from the application models, the data sources may not be collocated with the application computational platform, and these data are generated at different time-scales and rates than the computation-generated data. Such conditions will require new approaches with respect to data-interfacing, congruence of the differing data models, those of the application and of the data collected by the on-line instrumentation systems, and will need new data management systems and storage policies, supporting different naming schemas and ontologies, and information services and information views. Furthermore, for the kind of unified computational and measurement platforms we discuss here, such measurements constitute additional "resources" in a grid infrastructure supporting an application, such as resource discovery, prioritization, and allocation, access to measurement resources and the characteristics of the measurement resources, creating fault-tolerant capabilities and dealing with data loss, incompleteness, recovery and security. All these requirements, of interfacing and supporting synergistically the unified computational and dataacquisition aspects and time-critical constraints, become an added consideration with respect to the kinds of services that need to be supported in the extended, SuperGrid environments considered here. We discuss these requirements in the next section.
Together with the challenges above there are also opportunities and new capabilities that can be enabled through the DDDAS paradigm in managing complex and correlated data measurement processes, especially where the measurements are time-critical, difficult, or expensive to do. In addition to utilizing efficiently and effectively complex and sophisticated instruments, the advent of sensor technologies, allows extensive monitoring, involving many types of sensors that can be deployed ubiquitously and in large numbers, and with the ensuing challenge of how these kinds of assemblies of sensors will be architected together to behave like a system and how such systems of sensors can be managed dynamically. This challenge is akin to the question that was asked about twenty-five years ago with the advent of parallel computing, as to how a collection of individual processors will be interconnected together and architected to constitute a (parallel computer) system. The DDDAS concept, through its notion of application-driven control of measurements, provides the means for dynamic management of these data resources, whether it is about controlling single complex instruments, or architecting and dynamically managing sensor networks.
Many applications, especially those that describe complex systems, are associated with large and complex sets of data and collected from a multitude of heterogeneous instruments (sensors). Examples of such applications are: adverse weather analysis prediction (like tornadic activity, hurricanes, etc), or environmental monitoring, or analysis of structural tolerance and stability of complex mechanical systems such as a flying aircraft. For example in the case of tornado monitoring and prediction, the data are collected through multiple instruments, such as several classes of radars and several other ground and air-borne instruments sensoring atmospheric-pressure, temperature, humidity, wind-velocity, and in addition there may be need for access to archival terrain and other data; in the case of hurricane modeling, in addition to the above kinds of instruments, aircraft, satellite, and ocean based sensors are deployed. These measurement systems not only consist of heterogeneous devices, and in multitudes of each kind, but they usually also need to be managed in a correlated and dynamic manner, as for example is required depending on other related observations and depending on the needs to improve the simulation model. Satisfying such requirements in a static and ad-hoc manner is not an effective approach. In DDDAS systems, this need for dynamic management is enabled through the application-directed control, correlation and sequencing of measurements among such multitudes of (heterogeneous) sensors or other instruments.
Through the application-driven control of the measurement process in DDDAS systems, it is the application model that guides the measurement process at a given time, depending on the needs of the application, which may vary in different stages of the modeling process; it is the application model that dictates what measurements are needed, and from which sensors, and thus what are the varying requirements on the system of sensors, and therefore how this network of sensors should be defined and managed. Application-driven monitoring not only can specify at any given time which sensor data are needed, but also whether for example such data need be preprocessed, or compressed at the sensor site to compensate for bandwidth limitations, or combined across classes of sensors and across stages of the interconnection network, thus indicating a combining interconnect architecture for the sensor network.
In a number of application environments, collecting data ubiquitously and with QoS guarantees, can become challenging because of interconnect bandwidth limitations (as for example in wireless transmission). Rather than ubiquitously and continually collecting and transmitting measurements, and encumbering the data transmission network with data which may not be needed, in such cases management of data transmission and efficient use of the interconnect networks bandwidth, requires to collect targeted measurements, selectively only from specific sensors, as needed. Static and ad-hoc ways of managing such conditions are inadequate. Therefore a capability of conducting targeted measurements, through on-line application-control to limit the types of measurements to those which are useful to each stage of the simulation, is very important, and DDDAS provides the methodology for enabling such capabilities.
Another challenge is to manage the power consumption of sensors or other instruments. In many cases, especially those involving sensor systems deployed for monitoring remote access environments, there is need to conserve power of the sensor system by powering on-and-off the sensors. Static and ad-hoc approaches for such power management again are inadequate. The DDDAS application driven-control of the measurement process allows such dynamic power-management of the sensor system by the executing application to guide selective powering down sensors whose measurements are not needed (by the executing application simulation), and powering them up when their data are needed at a different stage of the simulation, and also (if needed, and at different stages in the simulation) by dynamically adjusting (at different stages in the simulation) the frequency by which such sensor measurements get collected.
Furthermore, in the case of mobile sensors (aerial, ground, and underwater), the DDDAS concept provides the ability to direct these sensors to the critical regions of the problem where data need to be collected. Such measurements cannot be done effectively in an ad-hoc and static or prescheduled manner. It is through the ability of the executing application model to dynamically direct the mobile sensors where and when to go and collect measurements. Such an application-driven adaptive control of sensor networks, is enabling adaptive management and control of stationary and mobile sensors for monitoring and collecting data of the system under observation, and thus provides far superior capabilities in managing these kinds of sensors and measurements.
This section addressed challenges and new opportunities in measurement methods enabled through DDDAS application-driven dynamic measurement control. The next section discusses the systems software needs for supporting these kinds of capabilities.
DDDAS CROSS-SYSTEMS INTEGRATION ENVIRONMENTS
The discussion in this section addresses the kinds of systems software technologies and infrastructures needed to support the dynamic computational, communication and data requirements of DDDAS applications, their interfaces with measurement systems, and supporting fault-tolerance and quality-ofservice guarantees to ensure resource availability for streaming dynamic data and measurement control.
DDDAS runtime environments need to seamlessly support dynamically integrated computational and real-time data acquisition environments. Measurement processes involve instruments or sensors and sensor networks, and data acquisition, storage and access. In the DDDAS environments considered here, where computation and instrumentation are dynamically coupled, with data dynamically streamed into an executing application, and where in reverse the executing application is controlling and steering the measurement process; such requirements are placing emphasis on the integrative aspects of systems software across the spectrum of such platforms. The requirements in these emerging environments go beyond the support provided for example in traditional control systems, which typically deal with special purpose applications and customized data acquisition, and where the interaction between model and measurement entails an analytic function representing the application model, with an ensuing simple relation between model and measurement (controlled device), and where the application model is hardwired to a special purpose processor. In distinction, in the dynamic systems considered here, the application model is a simulation or full-scale mathematical or model, typically with many degrees of freedom, and complex, multi-modal, multi-scale representations of the corresponding application system. Furthermore the application platform may typically include high-end, and/or other distributed computing platforms, as well as real-time data acquisition systems (such as instruments and sensors), expanding the traditional concept of computational grids to encompass the instrumentation and data acquisition platforms.
These environments pose needs for seamlessly and dynamically integrating such heterogeneous resources, and satisfying the constraints of instrumentation and data acquisition systems together with the requirements of the general purpose computational environments such as computational grids. Research challenges include novel software architectures that drill through all layers of the systems stack, while at the same time, spanning the two traditionally distinct domains of compute-and data-intensive systems, and of real-time data acquisition systems. Systems software challenges include the development of application programming environments and development tools which unify, integrate, and support multiple programming models for a spectrum of heterogeneous underlying platforms, from the real-time to the compute-and data-intensive. New systems software capabilities are required, and these include application embedded sensing and actuating mechanisms for specifying, discovering, negotiating, and adapting to policies and constraints, support for dynamic workflow for managing dynamic application composition and invocation of application components driven by dynamic data inputs.
Runtime management of environments considered here require end-to-end integrated methods and tools for resource management and optimization that satisfy the differing requirements of time-critical, real-time measurement systems and traditional computational (compute and data-intensive) systems. Capabilities are needed for end-to-end optimization across software layers and the heterogeneous spectrum of underlying hardware systems including computing, communications, data systems as well as instruments and other distributed sensor systems. The runtime management needs to support dynamic resource requirements, at the application level and at the data acquisition level, and dynamic allocation and mapping across such heterogeneous underlying resources. This includes system software technologies that span the diverse spectrum of underlying systems, such as: support for adaptive real-time response across computational and instrumentation systems; ability of the runtime system software to interface with multiple operating systems and other services that reside on the diverse spectrum of underlying platforms.
Integrated, end-to-end across-system services are needed in order to seamlessly and simultaneously satisfy requirements of the real-time and the computational components of an application. Such integrated services span: system-level end-to-end performance optimization, performance guarantees over a wide range of system capabilities including real-time, just in-time resource allocation, system-wide time-synchronization, event/data logging, just in-time data transport, power-awareness, efficiency, reliability, fault-tolerance, recovery and security. Furthermore, it is also critical to dynamically manage and integrate data, resulting from different sources (computation, data acquisition, archival storage), and produced from multiple data models and across multiple time-scales. Systems software methods and tools are needed that support dynamically integrating computation and measurement to guide architecture and enable adaptive control of sensor networks.
CONCLUSION
The DDDAS concept, through a synergistic feedback and control-loop between application simulations and measurements, is a powerful idea for improving application modeling, enhancing the analysis and prediction capabilities of application simulations, increasing the effectiveness of measurement approaches and creating new dynamic measurement capabilities. DDDAS dynamically integrates computational and measurement systems in a synergistic way, leading to a unification of computational and measurement platforms, and creating SuperGrid infrastructures, that go beyond the traditional computational grids. This paper overviewed the new capabilities enabled with the DDDAS paradigm, and provided a discussion of the new application and measurement opportunities, and the ensuing technology challenges and new
